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Powering the
Practice of SecOps
Security and IT solutions to reduce risk, accelerate innovation, 
and advance your business

http://www.rapid7.com
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The Rapid7 Insight Platform: 
Your Home for SecOps



EXPERIENCE THE

INSIGHT PLATFORM NOW

Try the Rapid7 Insight platform now—for free.  
Power up your SecOps practice at www.rapid7.com/try/insight.

Protecting your business from vulnerability and compromise. Optimizing your operations for success. Your daily responsibilities don’t have to be so daunting. 
The solution is SecOps, an organizational practice that breaks down the silos between Security, IT, and Development. 

So how can Rapid7 help? As the only company focused solely on helping you implement a SecOps practice, Rapid7 delivers the technology, expertise, and 
community-driven research you need to propel secure innovation.

The Rapid7 Insight Platform: Your Home for SecOps

The Rapid7 Insight platform equips you with the visibility, analytics, and automation you need to unite your teams and work faster (and 
smarter). Security, IT, and DevOps now have one-click access to network visibility, asset and application vulnerability management, breach 
detection and threat hunting, log management, pen testing, phishing simulation, and orchestration and automation.

Unify Data Collection

Collect data once from across your entire environment, enabling your Security, IT, and DevOps teams to collaborate effectively as 
they analyze shared data.

Scale with Ease

Expanding your use of the Insight platform to include multiple solutions is easy. Once your data collectors are installed, launching 
new Insight products is just a few clicks away. 

Integrate Seamlessly 

Get faster analysis, prioritization, and remediation with your existing tools. The Insight platform integrates with your technology 
stack, acting as a force multiplier to already-deployed solutions. 

Expert-Driven Managed and Consulting Services

Rapid7 powers SecOps not only through technology, but also by giving you access to experts who were once in your shoes. Our managed 
and consulting services extend the reach of your team, while our industry research, reports, and open source tools constantly feed the 
Insight platform—and you—with new insights.  

Research and Community

Rapid7 stems from nearly two decades of active research, a constantly expanding vulnerability and exploit database, Rapid7’s Metasploit 
project, the learnings from our threat hunting team, and the hundreds of penetration tests we conduct every year. 

Powering SecOps

http://www.rapid7.com/try/insight


InsightVM 
Vulnerability assessment for the modern environment

“Rapid7 has already implemented what VRM 

will look like in the future.”

 The Forrester  Wave™:  
Vulnerabi l i ty  Risk Management,  Q1 2018



Advanced vulnerability assessment analytics and reporting

The modern network is no longer simply composed of servers and desktops; remote workers, cloud and virtualization, containers, and mobile devices 
mean your risk exposure is changing every minute. Utilizing the power of Rapid7’s Insight platform and the heritage of our award-winning Nexpose 
solution, InsightVM provides a fully available, scalable, and efficient way to collect your vulnerability data from this modern environment, turn it into 
answers, and minimize your risk. 

Confidence to act before impact 

InsightVM scales with your vulnerability management program and adapts to the ever-changing threat landscape. By leveraging our unique Real Risk 
Score, integrated threat feeds, and live dashboards, you can illustrate your risk posture and identify where you need to focus to have the biggest impact 
in real time. 

Accelerated remediation

Leverage the practice of SecOps and empower your teams to remediate faster than ever before by breaking down the silos between Security, IT, 
and Development. IT-integrated remediation projects let you assign and track remediation duties across these teams using their existing systems and 
workflows; this includes integrations with leading ticketing solutions like Jira and ServiceNow.

Automation-assisted patching through tools like IBM BigFix and Microsoft SCCM lets you streamline the boring stuff while giving you (or IT) the autonomy 
to make key decisions in your patching process.

Compensating controls with Automated Containment

It’s the hard truth: You can’t remediate every vulnerability you find immediately—or maybe ever. With Automated Containment, you can decrease 
exposure from these vulnerabilities by automatically implementing temporary (or permanent) compensating controls via your Network Access Control 
(NAC) systems, firewalls, and endpoint detection and response tools (EDR) like Palo Alto PAN-OS, Cisco Firepower, and Carbon Black Response.

A rock-solid foundation for your security program 

“Point solutions” are a thing of the past—a modern security program is an ever-changing ecosystem of information and products working together to 
get smarter and improve each other’s ROI. Rapid7’s unified Insight Agent, dedicated integrations team, and fully documented RESTful API ensures that 
InsightVM is a foundational source of intelligence for the rest of your security stack.

GAIN 
VISIBILITY

Continuously identify and assess 
risk across your cloud, virtual, 

remote, local, and containerized 
infrastructure.

Leverage unparalleled attacker 
analytics to prioritize vulns more 

precisely with a Real Risk Score that 
goes beyond just CVSS.

PRIORITIZE

Break down the silos of IT, Security, 
and Development by automating 

remediation and containment.
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NOT READY FOR THE CLOUD? Get real-t ime vulnerabi l i ty  assessment with Rapid7 Nexpose .

WANT US TO MANAGE THIS FOR YOU? Contact  us  to learn about our  managed serv ices . 

R A P I D 7  M E TA S P L O I T

Use Metasploit, the world’s most used penetration testing framework, to simulate real-world attacks on your network 
and validate vulnerabilities discovered by InsightVM.

Learn more at www.rapid7.com/metasploit.

http://www.rapid7.com/metasploit


InsightAppSec 
Application security testing for the modern web

“Attack Replay saves me a lot of time. Developers 

don’t ask me nearly as often to run additional scans 

to test a new security bug patch—instead, they can 

test it directly from the vulnerability report.” 

 Sr .  IT  Security Staff  
at  Leading Hardware Manufacturer



Find and fix your web application vulnerabilities before they become security or compliance risks

The pace of application development is accelerating—is your web application security testing keeping up? InsightAppSec gets you up and running 
quickly, with little to no learning curve, and is powered by a DAST (Dynamic Application Security Testing) engine that delivers high-quality results 
right out of the box.

Save time by automatically crawling and testing your traditional and modern web apps and APIs, including SPAs (Single Page Applications) and 
those built with JavaScript frameworks. Find every weak point in your applications with InsightAppSec’s 90+ categories of attacks, securing against 
way more than just the OWASP Top 10.

Keep pace with app development

Execute scans throughout the SDLC (Software Development Lifecycle), analyze results, and share insights with speed and accuracy so your security 
doesn’t lag behind or delay application development.

Application scanning that scales

InsightAppSec leverages the power of the Rapid7 Insight platform to address any organization’s application security need, no matter how big or 
small.

Prioritize your fixes 

Live vulnerability view helps you quickly hone in on the vulnerabilities you are most concerned about, across both scans and application instances.

Deliver actionable insights

Compliance reports, interactive HTML reports with Attack Replay, and our fully supported Jira ticketing integration help you confidently keep your 
business stakeholders informed and set your app developers on the fast path to remediation.

SECURE THE 
MODERN WEB

Automatically assess modern web 
apps and APIs with fewer false 

positives and missed vulnerabilities.

Fast-track fixes with rich reporting 
and integrations, and inform 

compliance and development 
stakeholders.

COLLABORATE 
WITH SPEED

Effectively manage the security 
assessment of your application 
portfolio, regardless of its size.

SCALE  
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NOT READY FOR THE CLOUD? Get on-premise dynamic appl icat ion secur ity  test ing with AppSpider  Enterpr ise .

WANT US TO MANAGE THIS FOR YOU? Contact  us  to learn about our  managed serv ices . 



InsightPhishing 
Phishing identification, analysis, and simulation

Phishing attacks are behind 93% of all 

data breaches.

 2018 Verizon Data Breach  
Invest igations Report



Catch them by being them

Developed by the minds behind Metasploit, InsightPhishing empowers you to improve your defenses without capturing credentials or infecting 
targets. By allowing users to report suspected phishing attempts with a single click, improving users’ ability to identify and avoid phishing emails, 
and seamlessly notifying your entire organization of confirmed attacks, you can quantify and decrease your organizational risk.

Harden employee resiliency against phishing

InsightPhishing safely simulates sophisticated phishing attacks within your domain to train employees and improve workforce resiliency. This 
enables you to improve your defenses without capturing credentials or infecting targets.

Report and analyze suspected phishing attempts

InsightPhishing empowers your employees to report suspected phishing attempts with one click by integrating directly with their email clients. Key 
IOPs are automatically identified and accelerate the analysis of suspected attempts.

Quickly respond to phishing attacks underway

Once a malicious phishing campaign has been identified, InsightPhishing enables you to immediately notify your organization; this rapid response 
limits the impact of the campaign.

Quantify and decrease organizational risk

Track the number of employees engaging with and reporting phishing attempts over time to understand your risk—both past and present. This data 
can then be used to monitor the progress of your organization’s security posture.

CAST  
SIMULATIONS

Safely simulate phishing attacks to 
train employees, quantify risk, and 

harden workforce resiliency.

Empower employees to easily report 
suspected phishing attempts directly 

from their email clients.

CATCH  
POTENTIAL 
ATTACKERS

Quickly identify and respond to 
attacks with analysis powered by key 

Indicators of Phishing (IOPs).

CLASSIFY 
IOPs
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InsightIDR 
Detect intruders earlier in the attack chain

Rapid7 positioned highest among 

visionaries for ability to execute. 

 Gartner  2017 Magic Quadrant for  Security Information  
and Event Management (SIEM)



Transform your data into actionable insight

Parsing hundreds of false-positive alerts. Managing a growing mountain of data. Manually forwarding information from your endpoints. Forget that. 
InsightIDR leverages automation capabilities to arm you with the insight you need to make better detection and response decisions, faster.

Unify your stack

InsightIDR applies both User and Attacker Behavior Analytics to your existing security and network investments. Whether it serves as your SIEM or 
augments existing workflows, your team will detect malicious behavior across the entire attack chain, leaving attackers with nowhere to hide.

Contain endpoints, users, and networks

Powered by the Insight Agent, InsightIDR enables users to remotely contain and kill endpoint processes, user accounts, and networks via  
out-of-the-box automation workflows. Make decisions about whether or not something should be contained, and work toward resolution via 
numerous integrations, including Okta, Carbon Black Response, and Cisco ISE. You’ll shorten the attack chain, stop threats earlier, and save time. 

Detect compromised user accounts

Compromised credentials and lateral movement are consistently the top attack vectors behind breaches. With InsightIDR, you’ll respond to threats 
faster by automating enrichment tasks to identify suspicious malware, domains, and other indicators of attack. Whether it’s containing a user or 
deprovisioning one, you’ll recognize malicious insiders and compromised employees before they reach critical assets.

Move with purpose 

InsightIDR doesn’t just alert on every anomaly in your data haystack. Thanks to our cloud architecture and Threat Intelligence Core, new detections 
continually release with low false-positives and high supporting context. The result: alerts you want to know about, filled with the context you 
need to take action.

UNIFY SIEM,  
UBA, AND  

EDR

Search across all security events and 
logs, no data expertise, hardware, or 

parsers required.

Automate enrichment tasks to 
identify suspicious malware, 

domains, and other indicators  
of attack.

DETECT  
BEHAVIOR  

BEHIND  
BREACHES

Accelerate incident investigations 
by 20x. Find answers with User and 

Attacker Behavior Analytics.

PRIORITIZE  
YOUR SEARCH
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WANT US TO MANAGE THIS FOR YOU? Contact  us  to learn about Managed Detect ion and Response serv ices . 



InsightOps 
A simple approach to infrastructure monitoring and troubleshooting

“We don’t like to stay with any one vendor with what we 

do, but when that vendor continually is the best in each 

category, it’s kind of hard not to go with them.”

 Tony Hamil  
Cybersecurity Engineer in  the Manufactur ing Industry



Ensure uptime and availability

Preventing infrastructure downtime is fundamental to maintaining business operations. With real-time alerts and out-of-the-box dashboards, 
InsightOps gives you the visibility needed to ensure uptime.

Maintain compliance

Maintain corporate and regulatory compliances with secure log centralization, monitoring, and reporting.

Improve performance

Misconfigured assets and capacity issues can reduce the availability and performance of your critical systems and services. With asset interrogation 
and live alerts, it’s easy to spot asset misconfigurations and assets reaching maximum capacity.

Centralize your operational data

Collect and store live log data from servers, workstations, applications, firewalls, routers, Active Directory, and more. Centralize your infrastructure 
data securely and in real time to identify issues and monitor changes more easily.

Monitor your entire infrastructure

IT issues rarely start and end in the same place. InsightOps combines log management with asset analysis, empowering DevOps and IT professionals 
to monitor and troubleshoot issues from discovery to resolution.

CENTRALIZE

Collect data from any source,  
in any format.

Proactively monitor systems and 
applications to ensure uptime.

MONITOR

Ask questions of your data and  
get immediate answers.
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InsightConnect 
Orchestration and automation to accelerate your teams and tools

“62% of enterprise security decision makers 

report not having enough security staff, while 

65% state that finding employees with the right 

skills is a challenge.” 

 Forrester ,  “Breakout Vendors:  Security Automation and Orchestrat ion,” 
Apri l  18 ,  2018



An orchestration layer for security and IT processes

What if you could take your security playbook, easily connect it to your tools, and automate it while still employing human insights when needed? 
With InsightConnect, you can do all that and more with fast time-to-value via powerful plugins and workflows that will free up your team to tackle 
other challenges, while still leveraging their expertise when it’s most critical. 

Build dynamic workflows—no code necessary

Create powerful machine-to-machine security automation with connect-and-go workflows. The InsightConnect building blocks make it easy to 
construct and customize workflows anytime, anywhere, with any skill level.

Connect your tools

Seamlessly connect your existing security tools with our library of over 200 plugins, or import your own plugins for an integrated security 
infrastructure that communicates better. Automated escalation processes will empower your team to respond to events faster, with more detailed 
analysis.

Improve operational efficiency

Streamline repetitive, manual processes into cohesive and automated workflows. Realize the value of automation by tracking productivity gains, 
workflow executions, decisions made, and more. You’ll go from overwhelmed to operating efficiently in no time.

Utilize human decisions

Automate manual, time-consuming processes while retaining decision-making power. Configure human decision points within your workflows to 
allow for detailed analysis from your team.

ORCHESTRATE

Connect your teams and tools for 
clear communication and complete 
integration across your tech stack.

Streamline your manual, repetitive 
tasks with connect-and-go 

workflows—no code necessary.

AUTOMATE

Supercharge your operations with 
automation that creates efficiency 

without sacrificing control.
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WANT TO KEEP YOUR AUTOMATION ON-PREMISES? Learn more about Komand by Rapid7 at  www.rapid7 .com/komand.

http://www.rapid7.com/komand


Consulting Services
Rapid7 Consulting offers the support and guidance of industry leaders and security specialists to help you accelerate your security improvement via  
cutting-edge methodologies and risk prioritization.

Advisory Services

Many security teams can’t free up the time and resources necessary to analyze their security program, or uncover the insight they need to improve 
it. Rapid7 Advisory Services can help you not only get unstuck, but also move forward with confidence. Our Advisory Services were designed with 
your realities in mind, built to help you prioritize your security initiatives and ensure your program meets compliance, exceeds best practices, and is 
aligned with your organization’s risk appetite and business goals. 

Penetration Testing Services

A ruthless report on your many weaknesses is a good thing. Using Metasploit—the world’s most used penetration testing software—our practiced, 
perceptive pen testers will simulate a real-world attack on your networks, applications, devices, and/or people to uncover weaknesses from the 
perspective of a motivated attacker to show you what areas of your security program could use a little (tough) love. 

Incident Response Services

Incident response is about as sure as death and taxes. Make sure you’re ready with Rapid7 Incident Response Services. Our team of IR experts 
can help you build a response plan from the ground up, create a roadmap for improving your existing plan, or, for teams short on IR resources, 
work with you through every stage of response—from analysis and detection to containment, remediation, and cleanup—to accelerate your 
investigation and containment. 

IoT Security Services

As the Internet of Things grows, the need to secure it should grow at the same pace. Whether you’re creating a new IoT product or deploying an 
IoT solution, our IoT Security Services provide experienced and skilled consultants to help you identify risk and vulnerabilities and apply solutions to 
mitigate security issues across the entire IoT ecosystem. 

Product Training and Deployment Services

Prefer to do things in-house? Rapid7 has skilled resources ready to help you get the most out of your product investments. Whether you need 
product training, deployment assistance, help running the software, technical support, or expert guidance on your overall security program, we’re 
here to help.  

LEARN MORE: www.rapid7 .com/services 

N E E D  I M M E D I AT E  H E L P  W I T H  A  B R E A C H ?

+1-844-RAPID-IR
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Managed Services
With Rapid7’s managed security services, finding the time, talent, and technology to elevate your security program isn’t your problem—it’s ours.

Managed Vulnerability Management

Let Rapid7 experts help you manage your vulnerabilities with our leading vulnerability management software, InsightVM. InsightVM collects 
data throughout your whole organization using adaptive security, ensuring your data is always fresh. Each vulnerability is prioritized based 
on our advanced Real Risk Scores and remediated with a workflow that makes it easy for IT to help you.

Managed Application Security

It’s crucial to ensure your web application tests are configured, scheduled, and scanned on a consistent basis. What’s more, to test for 
business logic and other attacks not covered by automated scanners, you need the devious intellect of experts who can think like an 
attacker. When you enlist Rapid7, you’ll minimize your workload, expedite productivity, guarantee a consistent app assessment process, and 
get back your precious time.

Managed Detection and Response

In order to outpace a skilled attacker, you need an army of cyber guardians on your side. Rapid7 Managed Detection and Response is much 
more than an MSSP. Equipped with our leading incident detection and user behavior analytics technology, InsightIDR, our team of industry 
experts monitors and hunts attackers in your environment, with unparalleled results. 

 
LEARN MORE: www.rapid7 .com/managed

Security Research
We believe security is the responsibility of all technology users, manufacturers, and intermediaries and that collaboration is the only way to achieve 
long-term change. That’s why we’re committed to openly sharing security information, helping our peers to learn, grow, and develop new capabilities, 
and supporting each other in raising and addressing issues that affect the cybersecurity community.

What kind of research are we talking about? Here are just a few of our openly shared initiatives:

• Project Sonar conducts internet-wide scans across different services and protocols to gain insight into global exposure to common 
vulnerabilities. 

• The Heisenberg Cloud is a collection of low-interaction honeypots distributed both geographically and across IP space to help enhance our 
understanding of attacker methods.

• The National Exposure Index is an annual study on global internet exposure.

• Quarterly Threat Reports leverage data from the Rapid7 Insight platform, Managed Detection and Response engagements, Project Sonar, and 
Project Heisenberg to explore notable security events.

• Under the Hoodie sheds light on the “dark art” of penetration testing.

 
LEARN MORE: www.rapid7 .com/research 

https://www.rapid7.com/solutions/managed-services/
https://www.rapid7.com/research


ABOUT RAPID7
Rapid7 (NASDAQ:RPD) powers the practice of SecOps by delivering shared visibility, analytics, and automation so that security, IT, and Development teams 
can work together more effectively. The Rapid7 Insight platform empowers these teams to jointly manage and reduce risk, detect and contain attackers, 
and analyze and optimize operations. Rapid7 technology, services, and research drive vulnerability management, application security, incident detection and 
response (SIEM), orchestration and automation, and log management for more than 7,200 organizations across more than 120 countries, including 54% of the 
Fortune 100.  To learn more about Rapid7 or join our threat research, visit www.rapid7.com.

http://www.rapid7.com




CONTACT US OR CONNECT WITH US

North America: +866.7.RAPID7 | sales@rapid7.com 

EMEA: +44.1183.703500 | emeasales@rapid7.com 

APAC: +65.3159.0080 | apacsales@rapid7.com

twitter.com/rapid7

mailto:sales%40rapid7.com?subject=
mailto:emeasales%40rapid7.com?subject=
mailto:apacsales%40rapid7.com?subject=
http://www.twitter.com/rapid7

